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Prologue: 
Traveling along the Suruga Highway, the aroma of Japanese green tea is in the air. Mori-
machi of Enshu produces such excellent tealeaves that people take pride in sending their 
daughters to pick tealeaves. The clean water of the Ohta River that runs through Mori-machi 
is transparent and clear.  The early spring needles of young pine trees on the bank of the 
river are fresh and green. 
Mori-no-Ishimatsu, a kobun of Shimizu-no-Jirocho Oyabun, is on his way home from 
Konpira Shrine on the island of Shikoku where he has given thanks for his victory at a battle 
won on behalf of Jirocho Oyabun. 
He gets aboard a comparatively big (30 koku or 30 person) ferryboat that links Hakkenya 
(Ohsaka) to Fushimi (Kyoto) and pays a special fare to the boatman for an especially wide 
space on a sheet laid out on the ferryboat. Though he is prohibited from drinking a drop of 
sake during his travel to Konpira Shrine, before getting on the boat he has bought a barrel 
of sake and begins drinking from a chipped teacup. He has also bought a package of “oshi-
zushi,” - an Ohsaka Hon-machi specialty - and begins to eat on the ferryboat. 
While drinking sake and eating sushi the boat comes to the middle of the river as passengers 
on the boat - a conglomeration of people from various walks of life - chat away passionately 
about trivial concerns, all the while bragging and competing with each other about their 
native countries, country people and country specialties. At the end of their bragging, 
they eagerly make boasts about the strength of their favorite fighting champions. Who is 
stronger, warrior-priest Musashibo Benkei, or sumo-wrestler Nomi-no-Sukune? 
Everybody is drinking, eating, and laughing in the boat, blowing their horns and boasting 
about their favorite figures. At last a bragging competition begins about yakuza oyabun and 
the passengers start to brag eagerly about the strength of their own favorite yakuza oyabun. 
Nobody in the boat knows the identity of a passenger who is drinking sake and eating sushi 
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silently on a special seat - this man who is listening attentively to the other passengers 
bragging about the strength of distinctive yakuza oyabun. This man himself is really one of 
the most notorious yakuza, Mori-no-Ishimatsu, a kobun under a big yakuza, Shimizu-no-
Jirocho oyabun. He casts his eye toward the passenger who has started this yakuza talk. 
Ishimatsu says: 
You know a lot of the details about the yakuza world.
The edokko, a passenger from Edo says:
Yes, I have a great love of the yakuza world. 
Ishimatsu says: 
Then, do you know which area produces the most distinctive yakuza oyabun?
The passenger from Edo says:
Oh, it’s Kanto. Everybody knows that. 
He continues:
Yes, it’s Kanto: Kohshu, Johshu, Bushu, Shimofusa, Shinshu… - these countries can be 
called ‘the home of gambling.’ You can find many, many popular gambling parlors and 
influential oyabun there. 
He continues:
Ise is the Sacred Shrine Country, but curiously, you see a lot of influential oyabun there. 
Everybody agrees. And it’s in the Tokaido area that the number of oyabun is really 
outstanding. There are a great number of excellent oyabun there. Among them are Terazu-
no-Manosuke and Nishio-no-Jisuke in Sanshu Kira District; Owada-no-Tomozo;  Fujieda-
no-Chorakuji Seibei in Enshu Iwaida District; Ohba-no-Kyuhachi in Izu Daiba; In Fuji 
District, Miyajima-no-Toshizo; Hoi-no-Kamekawa Torakichi, Goyu-no-Tamaya Gennroku. 
They are all impressive and powerful! 
Ishimatsu admires his talk: 
You know much about the yakuza world! 
And he asks: 
By the way, who is the greatest oyabun on the Tokaido Highway?  Are you sure you can 
name him? 
The passenger from Edo (edokko) answers promptly: 
That’s Chogoro Yamamoto. He lives at Shimizu Port in the Ado area of Suruga. He’s 
called “Shimizu-no-Jirocho Oyabun” and he’s one of the greatest oyabun on the Tokaido 
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Highway. 
Ishimatsu is glad to hear it and says: 
You are from Edo, born in Edo, an Edo native, who talks smoothly of many things. I love 
you for frank talk. Drink! Drink! Here! Eat sushi! Eat sushi! Take a sheet close to me. You 
are genuinely an “edokko” - an Edo native.
The edokko says: 
Definitely yes! You are absolutely right. I am a genuine Edokko, born in Kanda, the center 
of Tokyo.
Ishimatsu asks:
How frankly you talk! I really love edokko and how frankly they talk and you seem to know 
the yakuza world very well.  So I would like to ask you about Shimizu-no-Jirocho oyabun. 
Is he really so great?
The edokko says:
Don’t even ask the question! Shimizu-no-Jirocho is definitely one of the greatest oyabun in 
Kanto! This is out of the question. “Is he really so great?” – that is a question. A “question” 
means a “doubt.” You definitely know the popular dictum of wisdom: A mouth is the gate to 
trouble. A tongue is the root of evil.  Don’t use complicated statements. In the 8 countries 
of Kanto and in the 6 countries around Kanto, in the 14 countries in and around Kanto, 
Shimizu-no-Jirocho is the greatest of all oyabun. I declare that there are no greater oyabun 
than he, in and around Kanto.
Ishimatsu says: 
Drink! Drink! Eat sushi! Eat sushi! Shimizu-no-Jirocho is such a great oyabun!
The edokko says: 
Great! Shimizu-no-Jirocho is truly great. I dare say in front of you, though, so great is not 
only he, but … 
Ishimatsu asks:
What do you mean?
The edokko says:
If a man is successful in any field, he has wiser associates who cooperate to make him 
great. It’s true for Shimizu-no-Jirocho. He has excellent cooperative associates, his business 
advisers.
The successful Samurai General Toyotomi Hideyoshi was supported by Takenaka Hambei 
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as his marshal adviser. The successful Samurai General Tokugawa Ieyasu was supported by 
Nankaibo Tenkai as his managing adviser. The successful mikan fruit trader, Kinokuniya 
Bunzaemon was supported by Hayashi Chogoro, masterless samurai from Sendai, as his 
business adviser.  Shimizu-no-Jirocho Oyabun is in the same situation as other successful 
leaders. He has a lot of excellent cooperative associates who work with him. 
Ishimatsu asks:
Who are the excellent cooperative associates who work with him? Are they truly excellent? 
The edokko answers: 
Yes, excellent are his followers, his kobun. 
He has over 1,000 followers under him. Among them, 28 followers are called “Oyabun 
(head)” or “Ani (Elder Brother)” by other yakuza and they are called the “28 Ninshu 
(followers) of Jirocho”.  Among those 5 or 6 followers are ultra-excellent. 
Ishimatsu says:
You’re right. As you seem to know the yakuza world so well, I ask you, who is the strongest 
fighter, or the strongest follower, among the many followers of Jirocho Oyabun? I don’t 
care about his looks, I don’t care his character, I just want to know - who is the strongest 
fighter in the Shimizu Family. Do you know who that is?
The edokko answers:
Oh. That’s easy! That’s Masagoro Yamamoto from Tokoname, Ohno-Port. He’s the son of 
the chief of a shipping company at Ohno-Port. 
Ishimatsu asks:
Is he the strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family?
The edokko answers:
Yes! He is the strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family.  He’s the chief of the Yamamoto 
Family. He’s a spearman of the Yamamoto fighting school and he respects Jirocho Oyabun 
so much that he’s accepted as one of Jirocho’s followers, as kobun. His physique is big, so 
he is called “Shimizu-no-Ohmasa” - Big-Masa of Shimizu. He’s the strongest fighter in the 
Shimizu Family.
Ishimatsu says:
It’s true he’s the strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family!  He’s a master of spear tactics. 
I admire his spear fighting. He’s surely stronger than I am in fighting. I admit he’s definitely 
the strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family. 
Ishimatsu asks: 
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So who is the second strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family?
The edokko answers:
Komasa of Shimizu is the second strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family. He’s the son of 
a fish peddler in Hamamatsu. His father fell ill in his childhood. His family was so poor 
he fished shellfish from the river to support his family.  He was praised and awarded three 
times by the Edo Bakufu Government. When he was 13 years old his father died and in 
desperation he became a gambler and kobun of Jirocho.  In the yakuza world the bigger 
rogues bully the small ones.  He was so timid about his small physique that he trained 
himself in Kenjyutsu swordsmanship. Because he couldn’t be satisfied with common 
swordsmanship he trained himself in a special kind of swordsmanship - “Iainuki”. His 
physique is so small that he’s called “Shimizu-no-Komasa,” -Small-Masa of Shimizu. 
Pepper seeds may be small but they can sure get hot.
Ohmasa excels specially in the big fight.  Komasa excels specially in  the small fight. 
Ishimatsu says:
It’s true that Komasa of Shimizu is the second strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family.
He moves faster than I do in fighting. I admit he is the second strongest fighter in the 
Shimizu Family.
Ishimatsu asks:
Now, who is the third strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family?
The edokko answers:
Ohose-no-Hangoro.  He is the son of an officer from Ohosa Village in the suburb of Sohka, 
Senjyu. He’s good at marshal arts and is the third strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family.
Ishimatsu says: 
You’re right. He’s a clever fighter. He moves more carefully than I do. I admit – he’s the 
third strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family.
Ishimatsu asks:
Now, who is the fourth strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family?
The edokko answers:
Masukawa-no-Shinnemon. He’s from Enshu. He avenged his father's death at the Akiba 
Shrine’s Fire Festival. Masukawa-no-Shinnemon is the fourth strongest fighter in the 
Shimizu Family.
Ishimatsu says:
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O.K. I admit it. I suppose the next strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family must be me. 
Without fail, the fifth must be me. 
Ishimatsu asks:
Now, who is the fifth strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family?
The edokko answers: 
Ohin-no-Daigoro.
Ishimatsu asks:
Then who is the sixth strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family?
The edokko answers:
Oiwake-no-Sanngoro.
Ishimatsu asks:
Who is the seventh strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family?
The edokko answers:
Owari, Ohno-no-Tsurukichi,
Ishimatsu asks:
Who is the eighth strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family?
The edokko answers:
Owari, Okeya-no-Kichigoro
Ishimatsu asks:
Who is the ninth strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family?
The edokko answers:
Miho-no-Matsugoro.
Ishimatsu asks:
Who is the tenth strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family?
The edokko answers:
Toiyama-no-Ohkuma.
Ishimatsu says: 
You aren’t calling my name! You aren’t nominating me as a top-ranking fighter in the 
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Shimizu Family!  I suppose you don’t know me. You aren’t familiar with the Shimizu 
Family!! You never knew the Shimizu Family at all!  But you sure have eaten a lot of my 
sushi. 
Ishimatsu asks: 
Who is the eleventh strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family? Who is the twelfth strongest 
fighter in the Shimizu Family?
The edokko shouts out at last:
The eleventh? The twelfth? Don’t ask me any more! I am not a shoe keeper. The numbers 
are orders of ranked fighters, not any shoe number you put in a shoe case. These are the top 
ten ranking fighters in the Shimizu Family. All other kobun are immature and out of rank so 
far as the strength of the fighting. Any others are far behind ranked fighters!
Ishimatsu says:
At last you have categorized me as an immature fighter. Hey, you! Stop talking this cheap 
talk.  Step forward! When I met you at first, I thought you were some kind of punk! You’ve 
eaten all my sushi and drunk all my sake. Don’t you know who bought all of the sushi and 
sake in front of us? It is I that bought all of it!  Even if, as one of my guests, you were free 
to serve yourself you should be polite as a human being and hesitate to serve yourself. 
The edokko says: 
I won’t eat any more of your sushi from now on?  I won’t drink any more of the sake from 
now on?  
Ishimatsu says:
It’s too late. You’ve eaten almost all the sushi and drunk almost all the sake I bought. 
There’s scarcely any left. Even if you have eaten all of the sushi and drunk all of the sake, 
I wouldn’t have gotten angry. I am not that stingy, but I get really angry if you can’t call 
me the strongest fighter in the Shimizu Family. You said you know well about the Shimizu 
Family but you are telling a lie!  It seems you don’t know anything at all. You have forgotten 
a key man of the Shimizu Family - the strongest and most important kobun in the Shimizu 
Family! And you can’t remember him rightly.  Come on -  put your hands on your chest and 
think about who is the strongest kobun in the Shimizu Family.  Think about it until our boat 
reaches the terminal port, Fushimi of Kyoto. Please, please, remember who it is. Please! 
Please! 
The edokko shouts out:
Crying is futile! You ask me to put my hands on my chest and remember the man who is 
the strongest in the Shimizu Family! Who is the strongest kobun in the family of Jirocho 
Oyabun?  Who? … Who? …  Who is the strongest? Ah. Now I remember one! The one! 
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There is one! 
Ishimatsy says:
You got it! Yes. I’m sure you got him! Who is he? 
The edokko says:
I’ve remembered the guy. This man is surely strong! 
Ishimatsu asks: 
Who is he? 
The edokko answers: 
Kimyoin-no-Tsunegoro! 
Ishimatsu says:
Oh, no!  Not him! You’re wrong! I despise you! You are such a fool! You seemed to have 
known him but you really don’t know him!  No, Not him! The man I am talking about is 
truly the strongest kobun in the Shimizu Family! 
The edokko says:
The strongest kobun in the Shimizu Family? Who is this guy? I should be expected to have 
known the strongest kobun in the Shimizu Family! I should know him! 
Ishimatsu says:
Calm down and think back! Don’t be afraid!
The edokko says:
No! I am never afraid of anything! I am thinking the question from every angle. Everybody 
knows it? The strongest kobun in the Shimizu Family?  Let’s consider once again from the 
beginning. No.1 is Ohmasa! No.2 is Komasa! No. 3 is Ohse-no-Hanngoro! No. 4 is Enshu, 
Mori-no-… Wh … Again! No.1 is Ohmasa! No.2 is Komasa! No.3 is Ohse-no-Hangoro! 
No.4 is Enshu, Mori-no … Oh? Oh? I’ve got it! I am very, very sorry, my honorary friend! 
At last I have remembered! The strongest kobun in the Family of  Shimizu. 
Ishimatsu says:
Now, your talk is so hot and excited! Wait! Wait! This sake is mine! You will be allowed to 
drink this sake after you get the guy’s name right, and then you can drink all this sake! But 
not now! Wait. Wait. Wait until you get the right answer. Now. Who is the strongest kobun 
in the Shimizu Family?  
The edokko says:
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This guy is strong! This guy is stronger than Ohmasa. He is stronger than Komasa. He is the 
super strongest kobun in the Shimizu Family. He is a kobun of the family of Shimizu, born 
in Mori, Enshu.
Ishimatsu says:
Wait! Wait! Don’t hurry! But if you get the right guy, now you are free to drink my sake 
and eat my sushi. If you get the name right you are free to drink and eat! Come here! Get 
close to me! I am very fond of you. When I met you at first, I thought you would be a good 
friend for me. It is a lucky day today! You will be invited by me to one of the best restaurants 
at Gion in Kyoto for two whole days and nights. I’ll pay for all of the costs of eating and 
drinking at the restaurant including the cost of sightseeing at Fushimi in Kyoto. 
The edokko says:
That’s great! Is it true? 
Ishimatsu says and asks:
It’s true! It’s true! And who is the strongest kobun in the Shimizu Family?
The edokko says:
The strongest kobun in the Shimizu Family is the son of the Hukuda-ya Hotel Manager in 
Mori, Enshu. 
Ishimatsu says:
You’re right. You’re right! 
The edokko says:
But wait a moment. He’s a man with a patched eye. 
Ishimatsu asks:
With a patched eye? 
The edokko says:
Yes. Ah, yes, he has a patched eye! Accident!? Coincidence?! I really hate telling this story. 
I have cleverly pushed away the name. But you have repeatedly pressed me to name him 
and so I at last and accidentally I remember the name! This is an accident! This is a big 
problem! By accident! Coincidentally! He is the same as you. 
Ishimatsu asks:
How is he the same?  
The edokko says:
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It’s … It’s …  Strange.  A coincidence!  The guy is a man with a patched eye - the same as 
you! 
Ishimatsu asks:
What? 
The edokko says:
With a patched eye! 
Ishimatsu asks:
What? 
The edokko says:
I bring myself to say directly to you - he has a patched eye. 
Ishimatsu asks:
You are probably right. Which eye is patched? 
The edokko says:
Ah, Ah, I face him this way, and I stand beside him like this, and ah…yes. Yes! That’s 
the left eye - the same as you! The left eye is patched the same as yours. The left eye of 
Mori-no-Ishimatsu is patched the same as yours. He is the strongest kobun in the family 
of Shimizu-no-Jirocho! That’s accidentally the same as you! Oh… are you him?! You are 
Mori-no-Ishimatsu!? You are the strongest kobun in the family of Jirochou Oyabun?! Yes, 
yes. The left eye! Yes. You are Mori-no-Ishimatsu! You are the strongest kobun in the family 
of Shimizu-no-Jirocho Oyabun!
Ishimatsu says:
You are right! You are right! Drink, Drink! Eat, Eat! Come close to me! You are a genuine 
edokko. I love you! 
The edokko says:
Oh, yes. I was born in Kanda, in the center of Edo! 
Ishimatsu asks:
You are right! And is he, Ishimatsu, so strong? 
The edokko answers:
He is strong! I surely said it! He is the strongest in Japan! There has been no man stronger 
than Mori-no-Ishimatsu since the Jimmu Emperor’s Era, at the origin of the Japan Islands. 
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Ishimatsu asks:
Is he so strong? 
The edokko answers:
Absolutely strong! 
Ishimatsu asks again:
Is he truly strong? 
The edokko answers repeatedly:
He is truly strong. He is a champion in the Shimizu Family! But … 
Ishimatsu asks:
What?  
The edokko says:
But … he is a fart-flower. 
Ishimatsu asks:
What? I can’t follow you. Who is a fart-flower? 
The edokko says:
Mori-no-Ishimatsu. 
Ishimatsu asks:
Mori-no-Ishimatsu of the family of Shimizu-no-Jirocho oyabun, is he a fart-flower? 
The edokko says:
Yes. That’s right! He is one of the smelliest fart-flowers on the whole of the Tokaido 
Highway. Travel along the Tokaido Highway by yourself, you will be flooded with 
shameful rumors of Mori-no-Ishimatsu at every popular place such as in the public baths, 
hair dressing salons, and drinking bars. You will hear even the popular singer, Mihashi 
Michiya, singing the song of Mori-no-Ishimatsu. 
Ishimatsu asks:
He’s singing what? 
The edokko says:
The song of Mori-no-Ishimatsu. 
Ishimatsu asks: 
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Do you know the song? 
The edokko says:
Yes. I know it very well. 
Ishimatsu asks: 
Then can you sing it for me? 
The edokko asks:
What? 
Ishimatsu asks:
The song, the popular song of Mori-no-Ishimatsu. 
The edokko answers:
OK. I’ll sing it especially for you. Listen. 
The edokko sings: 
Mori-no-Ishimatsu - he is a gentleman when sober but once he drinks sake, he turns to a 
drunk and he’s easy to fight.  He’s one of the worst fart-flowers on the Tokaido Highway! 
Ishimatsu of the Shimizu Family, he’s as easy to fight as the drop of a hat. He is loony! Only 
by killing himself can he cure his lunacy!!! 
Epilogue: 
Ladies and Gentlemen! 
I would like to talk continuously to the end of this story, but much time has passed and no 
time is left.  It is welcome for an artful narrator to tell an impressive story at full length, but 
terrible if a poor narrator tells a boring story that drags in length. I notice some yawning 
here, some yawning there.  Let’s close our story here today and expect the chance to hear 
what happens next.  
Thank you for coming today to listen to my performance!
